Door joinery
Fitting doors
(as acc, to the catalogue)
with adjustable door frame,
bathroom doors with
ventillation sleeves/undercut,
WC door knob with
a bathroom lock.

The standard

offer

		
includes the following

Preparation of interior design
with visualisation of
the bathroom and the WC.

Wall finishing
a. Painting the ceilings
and walls with acrylic paint.
b. Glazed tiling in the bathroom
and the WC (height depending
on the programme).

Additional offer
Furniture,
complete with kitchen furniture,
lighting,
freestanding pieces of furniture.

Floor covering
a. Laying floors with
commercial skirting board:
living room, bedrooms.
b. Gres tiles: kitchen, entrance
room, hall, bathroom, WC.

Fitting the bathroom
with sanitary equipment
(acc. to the catalogue):
a. Bath tub or shower depending
on the existing installation and
the finish programme.
b. Sanitary fittings.
c. Sanitary ceramics.

Acceptance
from the developer.

The prices include

guaranty.
Designing work
under the supervision
of interior designers.

Basic
offers classic and functional interior
design solutions as moderate prices.
The programme recommended for
Customers who want an interior
design fit for their own use and for
lease.

It’s

the interior

that counts

Silver
is featured by the greatest popularity
because of the broad range of finishes
of high quality and diversified design.
It is a combination of functional solutions, elegance and moderate prices.

Platinum
was created for the most demanding
Customers. The highest quality of
the finishes and innovative technological solutions allow achievement of
unique interior designs.

Only
8% VAT

on finishes and finishing work

Gold
is an offer for persons who seek
innovative solutions and individual
interior design. Dedicated finishes
are featured by sophisticated design
ensuring the achievement of a unique
interior.

Choose your best customized

programme

Co-operating with

redNet
Dom
you will receive:

24 month guaranty

Co-operation

for the service
delivered by us.

solely and exclusively with proven
teams who meet our in-house
standards.

Lower VAT (8%)
For the finishing materials and
attractive prices, we negotiated
with our partners.

Finishes
from the best manufacturers,
ensuring high quality and timely
delivery.

The redNet Dom company made
a debut on the Polish market in 2008.
Since the beginning of our operation
we deliver services within the scope
of complex interior finishing design.
We have completed almost 6.000
finishing concepts both for individual
Customers and for a large group of
Developers and investment funds.

Technical supervision
of the works till the successful
acceptance of the finished
apartment.

Saving time
with the possibility of the choice
of finishes at a single location you
do not waste time on searching
catalogues, trips to building markets
or browsing the Internet nor magazines for ideas as to the interior design
for your home.

Our company consists of a team of
creative persons with a passion
and an individual approach to every
Customer. We believe in professionalism
and attention to every detail of finish.
The experience and Customers’ trust
hitherto acquired support our belief t
hat we are a company recommendable
to anyone who wants seeks interior
design for their apartment.

Make an appointment
with our designers

info.rednetdom.pl

